
Autumn  Memories 
everybody desires love 



Talented sculptor who is taking wife’s death hard acquires the hope to 
begin a new life after appearance of Iraqi refugee – he desires to fall in 
love not talking into consideration the rival – young soldier as well as sister 
of dead woman who carries on intrigues. 
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Sculptor Alexander is taking wife’s death hard. The sister of dead woman 
Natasha helps him at home and has unrequited love with him. 
When Alexander employed wounded soldier, the musician Tolya, he became 
not so lonely.  
But the men’s friendship destroyed after appearance of Iraqi refugee Ima and 
Natasha seized by jealousy.  Ima is going to be operated on restoration of sight 
and the result of such operation will change the destiny of drama characters in 
full.  

PREMISSE 
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The village in the foothills of the Carpathian Mountains on the border 
with the European Union. Autumn. Alexander (60 years old) goes through 
the cemetery and stops in front of the grave of his wife. In the village, 
Alexander is highly respected. He always helps someone. Alexander is 
talented and popular sculptor, wood painter.  
His steady life is disturbed by unexpected arrival of volunteer soldier 
Anatoliy, Tolik (27 years old). After the commencement of war in the east 
of Ukraine, he volunteered to the battalion. And there, among the ruined 
streets of towns and cities, he played the piano, everywhere, where the 
instrument was. Tolya  was sent to the western Ukraine to be treated 
after a bullet wound.  
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After hospitalization Tolya lived in the 
house of lonely old woman, who wished 
to shelter the wounded soldier. He came 
to ask Alexander for a job. They became 
friends. 
Natasha’s house is near the large house of 
Alexander - she is the sister of his 
deceased wife.  Natasha loves him.  
Once Natasha ran to him with the news 
that girl was found in the forest in a 
strange state. Alexander with her and 
Anatoliy went to see what was going on. 
 Alexander takes her to his house. Girl is 
in a state of shock, she does not speak 
and see very badly. With each passing 
day, Alexander pays a young girl more 
and more attention, his voice has calming 
effect upon her. Tolya is less that 
interested in the guest. He is busy with his 
own affairs, and music. 
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Alexander fell head over heels in love with Ima. Natasha notices this 
and begins to be jealous. 
Once Anatoliy plays the part of his musical work on old piano of 
Alexandr’s wife for everybody. Ima becomes his grateful listener.Soon 
the girl begins to speak. She asks Tolya to teach her to play.  
Alexander  moves off at night, leaving Ima in care of Natasha in her 
house. But she takes Ima to Anatoliy and asks him to stay with her until 
return of Alexander. The girl tells about her past to Tolya, how she lived 
with her family in Iraq, until the moment of their capture by Isis 
terrorists. Anatoly tells her his story, about the revolution and its 
consequences.  
Next morning, Alexander is furious becaue Ima had been so long alone 
with Tolya and dismisses him. Tolya is in shock, he leaves without 
taking the stretched money. But once Alexander invites him to return 
to work.  
Alexander’s friend comes, after Ima’s eye examinations he says that he 
knows a doctor who can help. Ima prepares for surgery. 
Tolya found Ima in the hospital on the day of surgery, causing 
Alexander’s surprise. They first talk on this subject, Alexander admits 
that he fall in love and is going to propose marriage. Frustrated Tolya 
returns to the village, he can not think of anyone else but Ima. 
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Shortly after the successful operation, Ima begins to see. 
Natasha starts to be openly jealous of Alexander to Ima.  
Alexander huffs Natasha out of the house and said that he will 
marry the girl.  
Alexander offers hand to Ima prettily, but she refuses. She 
explains that she is very grateful to him for everything, but she 
feels for him only child’s feelings. Alexander gets drunk out of 
despair. In the morning Ima leaves the house. 
She does not know where to go. She meets boy Vanya from 
Tolya’s class. He takes Ima's hand and leads her to the home of 
Anatoliy. But Tolya is out of there. He again went off to war, but 
managed to finish the melody, which was left on the table in the 
hope that Ima would come and find notes. 
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Oleksander Ignatusha Dmitriy Linartovich 

Nazanin Bagher 
Ahmadyshahpourabady 

Tetiyana Yurikova 

Ali Fakhr Mousavi | Director 

CAST AND CREW 
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- “Anglicke jahody” "English Strawberries" (historical drama, 
coproduction CZE-SK-UA); 
- “Люблю и точка” "Love and point" (the first Ukrainian film in 3D 
format); 
- "Ghoul" dark thriller, premiere in February 2015 
- “Autumn Memories”, in postproduction, premiere is planned for 
July 2016 
- “5 Therapy”, in postproduction, premiere is planned for July 2016 
  
  

Wilhelm Creative Center 
 

Mostecka 273/21, Mala Strana, 118 00 - Praha 1, Czech republic 
GSM: +380932243575, +420733100614 

Email: vilhelmfilm@gmail.com 
Skype: exklusive.ua 

Producer: Viktor Vilhelm  
Czech producer who has been working 
in Ukraine for 10 years and is actively 
looking for projects suitable for joint 
production between Ukraine, Czech 
and other countries of the world. He 
participated in the following projects: 
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm62980
90/?ref_=fn_nm_nm_1 
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Сo-producer: 
Amir Seyedzadeh , He is founder 
and  CEO  of Film Company Afrand film 
Ariya.He is a Film and TV  producer with 
experience of 16 movie as a producer and 50 
short films and animation with more than 
8000 min TV series.  
He is member of Iranian official Film 
Producer in Iran. His Last completed Film is 
THE MOTHER ATOM HART which showed in 
more than 10 International Festivals. 



 
 
 
 
 
 
Runtime: 1 hr 41 min (101 min) 
Sound Mix: 5.1. 
Color: Color 
Resolution: 2048х858 
Aspect Ratio: 1:2.39 
Negative Format: Digital  
Cinematographic Process: Digital (source format) 
Digital Laboratory: Q1, Prague, Czech republic 
 
Cinema Release 
 
Planned premiere in Ukraine - August 2016 
Planned premiere in Iran - August 2016 
Planned premiere in the Czech Republic - in negotiations 
 
Coproduction Czech, Iran and Ukraine. 
 
Copyright © 2016 WILHELM CREATIVE CENTER S.R.O., AFRAND FILM 
ARIYA. All Rights Reserved. 
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